
 

 

Emmanuel Church of England School 

 
Marking and Presentation Policy 

 
AIMS 

 

 To assess children’s performance against stated learning objectives. 

 To provide constructive feedback and strategies for improvement. 

 To acknowledge effort and attainment. 

 To build confidence and pride in children’s work. 

 To ensure a consistency of approach throughout the whole school. 

 

GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

 

 All work, including homework, should be marked in accordance with this policy. 

 All work must be marked.  It is the aim that all literacy or maths work will be marked before 

the next lesson is taught.  All other work should be marked as quickly as practicable to help 

inform assessment for learning.  

 Yellow highlighter pen will be used to highlight what the children have done well in their work 

against the learning objective and green pen will be used for any comments, which will be in 

child-friendly language so that pupils can understand the comments and act upon them. 

 Next steps do not need to be written for Year 1 in the Autumn term, verbal feedback can be 

given instead. Next steps to be written in Spring and Summer term in Year 1. 

 Children will be given time during Early Morning Work or at the beginning of each lesson to read, 

reflect and respond to marking using pencil in KS1 and a red pen in KS2.Teachers should 

acknowledge the response with a tick when they next mark the book. 

 Work will be marked using the below codes, which will be explained to the children.  

 

P Punctuation needed.  

Sp ( underneath the word)  Incorrect spelling – child to correct at the end of 

the piece of work. 

VF The child has received verbal feedback on their 

work. 

//  New paragraph.  

^ Word missing or needed. 

 Incorrect answer 

? Does not make sense.  

 What the child has done well. 

 Target with advice on how this can be achieved. 

l In-between words to separate them. 

 



 

 

The following codes (for adult reference) indicate how much support was given to a child during 

the lesson.   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Where appropriate, detail the type of support given e.g.  

Sentence starters used  
Xxxx needed to discuss their ideas first 
 

Guided work with a teacher, LSA or TA 

 

 When an adult is working with a group, they will verbally feedback to the child about their 

progress and add a comment in their books about the level of support provided (see above).  The 

member of staff will sign their comment with their initials. 

 

Supply Teachers 

 

 Supply teachers should mark all work in accordance with the school policy and write ‘ST’ next to 

the work to indicate it was a supply teacher 

 

Learning Ladders 

 

 Each child in Key Stages One and Two has a learning ladder with the targets they are aiming for 

on the inside cover of their maths and extended writing book. 

 Teachers regularly highlight the skills each child can do using the following colours to indicate 

progress over time: 

Autumn term-  orange highlighter 

Spring term-  green highlighter 

Summer term-  yellow highlighter 

 Learning ladders should also be used to highlight immediate targets by circling the target. 

 Children in Key Stage Two should also be involved in identifying and adding their own targets to 

learning ladders. 

 

Literacy Marking 

 

 Guided reading activities will have a WALT. 

 Guided reading follow-up work is marked against the WALT, using a yellow highlighter. 

 The WALTs in all pieces of writing need to include ‘using…’ to show the skill that is being 

focused on or the toolkit is recorded alongside their work.  

 All or  part of WALT should be highlighted in yellow, according to what is appropriate for that 

lesson, and close to the WALT the following key should be used : 

 WT   Working Towards 

  A  Achieved 

 

SUPPORT GIVEN (Key Stages 1 and 2) 

 

I The child has worked independently. 

S The child has received adult support.  

S+ The child required a great deal of support. 

 



 

 

 Sentence and grammar work is evidenced twice weekly in the literacy books and marked using a 

yellow highlighter to show what they have done well and a wish if necessary.  (use the above key) 

 Short pieces/ shared writing  are marked using a yellow highlighter and the toolkit or WALT in 

KS1 is also highlighted to show the children clearly what they have done well. A wish is used if 

necessary.  

 Extended writing is marked using a yellow highlighter and the toolkit or WALT in KS1 is also 

highlighted to show the children clearly what they have done well. 

 Extended writing is marked using two stars and a wish e.g. 

Good use of different connectives e.g. ‘when’ and ‘although’. 
 
Effective vocabulary including ‘hurled’ and ‘limped’. 
 
Try and use different synonyms for ‘said’ e.g. replied.  Can you think of two more? 

 

 In all literacy pieces of work, the teacher will write a star when they feel it is appropriate to 

boost a child’s self-confidence or when they see an exceptional piece of work. 

 
  

Spellings 

 

 Errors should be indicated with a ‘sp’ underneath the word and the correct spelling should be 

given at the end of the work. 

 Children should use the ‘Look, Cover, Spell, Check’ strategy to rewrite the word three times. 

 Teachers should give no more than three words for a child to correct in one piece of work.  High 

frequency and topic words should be a priority. 

 

 

Maths Marking 

 

 Correct answers are highlighted using a yellow highlighter. 

 A dot is used for incorrect answers. 

 Reversed digits will always be corrected. 

 Place value mistakes will always be corrected. 

 Yellow highlights show what children have done well. 

 All or part of the WALT should be highlighted in yellow, depending on what is appropriate for 

that lesson,  and close to the WALT the following key should be used : 

WT   Working Towards 

A  Achieved 

 

Next Steps should be written at least twice per week as follows where appropriate and 

moves the childrens’ learning on: 

 

When a child fully meets the learning objective: 

 

 At the bottom of the page, next to a wish sign, a challenge question is given e.g. 

Can you explain why/how…? 
What other strategy could you have used…? 
What if…? 
What would be a quicker way to…? 
Can you find another …? 



 

 

When would you use this skill in real life? 
 

When a child partly or does not meet the learning objective: 

 

 A wish sign is placed next to an example question they need to improve upon and at the bottom 

of the page, next to another wish sign, advice is given on how they should improve e.g.  

Solve the subtraction by starting with the biggest number. 
Measure the length by placing ‘0’ on your ruler at the beginning of the line. 
Check your answer by using the inverse. 
Count up from the smaller number 
You added 20 but you wanted to add 19. What do you need to do now? 
Read along the x axis until you reach ______. Then read up the y axis. 
For some children, a visual clue may be provided e.g. empty number line, arrays and boxes. 

 
 In all maths pieces of work, the teacher will write a star when they feel it is appropriate to 

boost a child’s self-confidence or when they see an exceptional piece of work. 

 

Foundation subjects marking 

 

 Yellow highlights show what children have done well. 

 All or part of the WALT should be highlighted in yellow, depending on what is appropriate for 

that lesson,  and close to the WALT the following key should be used: 

WT   Working Towards 

A  Achieved 

 

 When marking Science a wish should be included. 

 

PUPIL MARKING 

 

Self-assessment 

 

 At the end of some lessons, children should record a self-assessment next to the learning 

objective using a colour pencil. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In Key Stage Two, children will be asked where appropriate to record a more detailed comment 

on what they learnt in the lesson with reference to the learning objective and what helped them 

in their learning. 

 

Key Stage One 

 

I can do it. 

 

 

I need more practise. 

       

             

I need help. 

  



 

 

 In maths, it is important for children to see which questions they got correct or incorrect at 

the end of each lesson.  Where possible, children are given the answers so they can mark their 

own work using a coloured pen. Children may be given an answer sheet, a calculator, or answers 

may be displayed on the IWB or called out by the teacher.  

 

Peer assessment  

 

 Peer assessment gives children the opportunity to identify strengths and areas for development 

in the work of others, which ultimately helps them to identify the strengths and areas for 

development in their own work.  This reasoning should be explained to the children. 

 Peer assessment needs to be modelled to the class and should have a clear structure: two stars 

and a wish against the success criteria. 

 Children should be given time to reflect on their work before it is shared with their peer 

marker.  

 The peer marker should be given time to reflect on the work they have been given and if 

recording their marking, this should be done using a colour pencil.  They should write 

underneath, ‘Marked by xxxxxx’.   

 Children should then be given the opportunity to feedback their marking to one another. 

 The teacher should acknowledge if the peer marking is accurate and if not, provide their own 

marking against the learning objective. 

 

 

MARKING IN THE EYFS 

 

 In the EYFS marking is completed by teachers, nursery nurses and learning support assistants.  

Staff mark the work of the children within their focus group. 

 The majority of marking is completed alongside the child.  This way, children who are not yet 

able to read receive clear verbal feedback of their strengths and areas for development. 

 Observations are consistently made during children’s play and independent work.  These notes 

are then transferred into the child’s portfolio and linked to a specific EYFS strand. 

 Photographs are taken, which are then annotated.  These annotations clearly explain the activity 

the child was participating in and its link to an early learning goal. 

 Teachers consistently write down what children say about a piece of their work.  This verbal 

feedback from children about their work, and their thinking behind it, is of key importance in 

the EYFS. 

 Children have the opportunity to look at their portfolios of work so they can clearly see the 

progress they have made as the year develops. 

 

Presentation 

 

 All work must be dated.   

In Key Stage One, children write the short date for all work except for literacy in Year 2 where 

children must write the long date.   

In Key Stage Two, children write the short date in maths and art/DT and the long date for all 

other subjects. 

 The date and learning objective should be underlined with a ruler. 

 The following order should be used for all work: 

Date on the top line on the left-hand side. 

Learning objective on the line underneath on the left-hand side. 

Children to leave a line before they begin their work. 



 

 

 A new page should be used for each new piece of work. 

 Pencils will be used for all mathematics work. 

 Pencils will be used by Nursery to Year 2 for all other subjects.  

 Children in Key Stage Two will use a blue berol handwriting pen for all written work. 

 Mistakes will be crossed out using one neat line. 

 Felt pens will not be used in children’s books. 

 In maths, children will be encouraged to record one digit in each square. 
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